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Color in the 18th century

Roger Vandercruse, Table, circa 1760, Musée Nissim de Camondo (inv. CAM 194)

18th furniture and objets d'art are richly coloured. Although colour is now

largely lost, it was a dominant feature of interiors. It arouses great interest

and stimulates creativity: many colours are thus invented in the 18th

century. Examples of this are "souci de hanneton" (cockchafer concern),

"carnation de vieillard" (old man's complexion), "puce" (flea) or "gueux

nouvellement arrivé" (newly arrived beggar): the multitude and originality of

the shades and names reveal the attention that was paid to colour in the Age

of Enlightenment. 

 

Bernard II Van Risenburg, Chest of drawers, circa 1740-1745, New York, Metropolitan
Museum (inv. 1974.356.189)

Craftsmen use many naturally coloured materials in their work. First of all,

woods are coloured elements. Sunlight and time have largely removed their

natural colouring, but some essences had a marked hue, such as amaranth

wood which was purple. The grain of the wood and the direction and

location of the cut in the original log also create variations in colour.

Marbles are also coloured elements, and were used in many pieces of

furniture and art objects in the 18th century. They are of multiple origins

and compositions, and the colours can be varied as desired.

 

Jean-François Œben, Mechanical Table, vers 1760, Los Angeles, Getty Museum
(inv. 70.DA.84)

Jean-François Œben, Mechanical Table, vers 1760, Los Angeles, Getty Museum
(inv. 70.DA.84)

Craftsmen also make extensive use of staining to colour furniture and art

objects. Wood is often stained in marquetry, bringing out flowers or

landscapes. Fabric, which is very present in furnishings, is also dyed.

Carpets, wall or seat tapestries, silks and other textiles thus contribute to

the liveliness of interiors. Porcelain, another very popular material for art

objects and furniture, adds a colourful touch to the decor. Porcelain, from

the Sèvres, Chantilly or Meissen manufactories, mounted or plated on

furniture, is very popular. Today, it retains its colours, which are as fresh as

they were in the 18th century.

 

Martin Carlin, Jewel-Clamp, 1770, Versailles, Châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon
(inv. V6206)

Woodworkers and cabinetmakers also use another technique to decorate

their work: lacquers and varnishes. The former, imported from Asia, are

very popular. Detached from their original support, they are plated on

European furniture and art objects. Chinese lacquer, especially Coromandel

lacquer, is very colourful: red, blue, white and black brighten up interiors.

Varnishes are also used. Initially developed in imitation of Asiatic lacquer by

European craftsmen, they quickly emancipated themselves and offered a

varied range of colours. The Martin brothers were the most influential

varnishers in 18th century Paris, and the technique quickly took their name.

However, there were other skilled craftsmen whose work adorned the

furniture of the greatest cabinetmakers. 

 

Jean Dubuffet, Site aux paysannes, 1966, Collection Fondation Dubuffet © ADAGP
Corneille van Clève (d'après), Torches, Louis XIV period, Galerie Léage

Jean Holthausen, Chest of drawers, Louis XV period, Galerie Léage

Colour has attracted the attention of artists and craftsmen for many

centuries. This same preoccupation can be found in the 20th century,

notably in the work of Jean Dubuffet (1901-1985). The exhibition that

Guillaume Léage and Daniel Gervis are devoting to him from 22nd of

October to 11th of December 2021 at the gallery, thus allows an original

comparison of these two approaches. 

Feel free to come to the gallery to discover this unique association!

 

See you next week for a new

interlude !

Meanwhile, you can follow us on at the gallery or on our websites:

https://www.francoisleage.com/fr/home

https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com 

See us on Instagram to follow our news!
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